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Summary Current approaches to word sense disambiguation use (and often combine) various machine learning techniques. Most refer to characteristics of the ambiguity and its surrounding words and are based on thousands of examples. Unfortunately, developing large training sets is burdensome, and in response to this
challenge, we investigate the use of symbolic knowledge for small datasets. A naı̈ve
Bayes classiﬁer was trained for 15 words with 100 examples for each. Uniﬁed Medical
Language System (UMLS) semantic types assigned to concepts found in the sentence
and relationships between these semantic types form the knowledge base. The most
frequent sense of a word served as the baseline. The effect of increasingly accurate
symbolic knowledge was evaluated in nine experimental conditions. Performance
was measured by accuracy based on 10-fold cross-validation. The best condition
used only the semantic types of the words in the sentence. Accuracy was then on
average 10% higher than the baseline; however, it varied from 8% deterioration to
29% improvement. To investigate this large variance, we performed several followup evaluations, testing additional algorithms (decision tree and neural network), and
gold standards (per expert), but the results did not signiﬁcantly differ. However, we
noted a trend that the best disambiguation was found for words that were the least
troublesome to the human evaluators. We conclude that neither algorithm nor individual human behavior cause these large differences, but that the structure of
the UMLS Metathesaurus (used to represent senses of ambiguous words) contributes
to inaccuracies in the gold standard, leading to varied performance of word sense
disambiguation techniques.
© 2005 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
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Although many words we use in conversation and
writing are ambiguous, we usually do not experi-
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ence problems with interpreting these words in context. People seem to take the context of a conversation effortlessly into account and assign the correct
meanings to individual words. Such disambiguation, however, is not easily accomplished with automated methods. Since this is a problem for machine
translation, information retrieval, thematic analysis, spelling correction, or any type of speech and
text processing, researchers have devoted considerable effort to word sense disambiguation (WSD).
WSD techniques choose the correct sense for a
word from a predeﬁned set of available senses. Most
existing techniques use the surrounding words and
speciﬁc features of these to learn the correct sense
of the ambiguous word. They are usually supervised
machine learning algorithms based on large annotated datasets where the correct sense is indicated
for each instance. Ide and Véronis [1] provide an
overview of WSD from the early years (1950s) to
the late 1990s.
We evaluated the effect of different types of
symbolic information for terms in medical text by
mapping sentences to the Uniﬁed Medical Language
System (UMLS). We used small datasets to evaluate how much this knowledge base can contribute
when few examples are available. For our ﬁrst set of
tests, we used a naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer. We continued
our study with the best condition by comparing with
a neural network (feedforward/backpropagation)
and a decision tree algorithm. Accuracy was similar for all three, but the variance between different words was very large. We then tried to discover why the variance was so high. We believe that
it may be the different meanings available in the
UMLS (a compilation of vocabularies not intended
as a WSD resource) which led to the confusion in
compiling the gold standard used for learning. Using individual expert’s gold standards or speciﬁc
gold standard characteristics could not explain the
variance.

2. Word sense disambiguation
There exist many techniques that are used for word
sense disambiguation. Which one is chosen depends
on the ﬁnal goal, the available information per
word, and the number of available examples. In
some cases, it is sufﬁcient to distinguish between
different meanings of words, without having to label the words. For example, a label may be unnecessary when clustering documents together that
have similar topics. Schütze [2] labels this task as
‘‘word sense discrimination’’. He distinguishes this
from ‘‘sense labeling’’ where each sense receives
the correct label. This distinction often — but not
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always — coincides with unsupervised (discrimination) versus supervised (labeling) machine learning
techniques.

2.1. Approaches to word sense
disambiguation
2.1.1. Unsupervised learning techniques
Unsupervised learning algorithms learn patterns
solely from input parameters without trying to
match to pre-speciﬁed categories. In the case of
word sense disambiguation, they learn to group
words based on the information in the feature
sets. But there is no label speciﬁed in advance
for the group nor is the number of possible groups
speciﬁed. Assigning a speciﬁc meaning can still be
achieved by ﬁnding the common theme in the established clusters and mapping these to established
meanings for the word in a dictionary or other
knowledge source. This mapping can be done by
a human or automatically based on similarity metrics.
Clustering techniques are especially useful for
this type of disambiguation. For example, Pedersen
and Bruce [3] tested three unsupervised learning algorithms: Wards and McQuitty’s clustering and the
EM algorithm. They mapped these clusters to dictionary senses so that there was maximal agreement.
2.1.2. Supervised learning techniques
Supervised learning is used more often for WSD.
These techniques rely on outcome feedback provided to an algorithm so that it can take corrective action during its learning or training phase. The
possible outcomes are known in advance and algorithms need to learn to combine a particular input with such an output. In the case of word sense
disambiguation, the input usually consists of features of the ambiguous word and surrounding text.
The output is the correct sense for the word. During the learning phase, supervised techniques learn
to associate these feature sets with one particular sense of a limited list of provided senses. This
happens by providing the techniques with feedback on its decision for every example. The supervised learning techniques rely on a training set
comprised of example ambiguous words and their
correct sense. Decision trees, such as ID3 or C4.5,
artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN), such as the feedforward/backpropagation ANN, and probabilisticbased methods, such as naı̈ve Bayes, are commonly
used.
Mooney [4] tested seven such supervised learning methods with the word line. His work demonstrates the importance of a large dataset. The input
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information consisted of surrounding words, a bagof-words approach. He tested naı̈ve Bayes, a perceptron, and a decision tree, among others. Naı̈ve
Bayes was a top performer for both accuracy and
the amount of training time required. With 1200
examples, the accuracy was more than 70%. It was
less than 60% accurate when trained on only 300
examples. In addition to different algorithms, the
amount, relevance, and precision of the information affect performance. Hoste et al. [5] manipulated the feature information and algorithm settings in an extensive set of studies. They argued
that algorithms with default settings do not provide a sufﬁcient base for comparison. They demonstrated that different settings and different types
of information lead to large variances in accuracy.
Pedersen [6] evaluated the use of bigrams (sequences of two words) for WSD with a decision
tree and naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer. He tested different
bigrams that occur close to the ambiguous words
(within approximately 50 words to the left or right
of the ambiguous word) as possible disambiguation
features. The decision tree with the most accurate
disambiguation was based on bigrams selected with
a power divergence statistic (a goodness-of-ﬁt measure).
Although individual algorithms perform well
when the datasets provide sufﬁcient examples,
combining several together improves accuracy. Florian et al. [7] worked with the Senseval-2 dataset
(www.itri.brighton.ac.uk/events/senseval/). They
started with Bayes-based methods and used an
enriched bag-of-words technique that included a
weighted bag-of-lemmas and local n-gram context with speciﬁc syntactic relations. Their approaches were among the top performers for English (approximately 65% accuracy) and the best
for Spanish, Swedish, and Basque. In later studies
[8], they combined different types of classiﬁers,
such as vector-based methods (e.g., naı̈ve Bayes),
variance-based methods (e.g., Maximum Variance
Correction), and Brill’s transformation-based learning. They also evaluated different feature spaces
such as words, lemmas, and part-of-speech tags in
different settings such as traditional bag-of-word
approaches, but also local bigram, trigram, and
other syntactic relationships. They combined their
classiﬁers with ﬁve different voting schemes and
found that combinations always outperformed individual classiﬁers.
2.1.3. Additional disambiguation techniques
In addition to the classic learning algorithms, there
are several approaches that rely on heuristics,
rules, statistics, or a combination of these. Many
researchers develop rules to assign words to a
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speciﬁc sense based on the semantic similarity
between a word and sense. The rules are often
a combination of statistics and insights by the
researchers.
For example, Mihalcea and Moldovan [9] based
their approach on semantic density between words
and focus on verb—noun pairs. Their distance measure is based on an evaluation of common words
between two sets of words. They use WordNet as
their knowledge source and calculate statistics for
the most probable senses using the Internet as a
corpus. Hoste et al. [5] describe a memory-based
learning approach where the algorithm keeps all
training examples in memory. A classiﬁcation decision is made based on similarity between new input and stored examples. MetaMap, provided by the
National Library of Medicine, uses rules to map between words in the text and UMLS Metathesaurus
[10] and provides a score to indicate the ﬁt of each
mapping.

2.2. Information sources
Word sense disambiguation techniques, both supervised and unsupervised, sometimes use only the
presence or absence of words surrounding the ambiguous word as input information. This is called
a bag-of-words approach. In this case, information
about the co-occurrence of the ambiguous word
with others is used to determine its correct sense.
However, quite often, an external source of information is used to provide more advanced features,
such as part-of-speech of the ambiguous word itself
or surrounding words.
A popular information source for general text is
WordNet, a general-English lexical resource [11]. It
is frequently used for both its semantic and syntactic information to disambiguate words in general
texts. For example, Inkpen and Hirst [12] used
WordNet to disambiguate near-synonyms in dictionary entries. Their supervised learning techniques
(C4.5, a decision tree algorithm) were based on the
overlap of words in the dictionary description and
the WordNet glosses, synsets, antonyms, and polysemy information. They achieved 83% accuracy.
Santamarı́a et al. [13] associated Web directories
from the Open Directory Project with WordNet
synsets with 86% precision. Multiple directories
could be assigned to multiple senses. They used
vector representations for the surrounding words.
Co-occurrence-based comparisons were used to
select senses that were closely related to directories. They tested their approach on the Senseval-2
dataset and evaluated whether directories were
correctly assigned to words. Magnini et al. [14]
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also used WordNet for the Senseval-2 dataset
but extended it by adding domain names such as
Medicine or Architecture to every synset. They assigned these to a subset of words in the text based
on frequencies of the domains and a few additional
rules. Then, with a vector-based approach using a
window of 100 surrounding words, they achieved
75% precision in their best conditions.
The general medical domain has recently been
the focus of WSD research. Here, the UMLS [15]
is a readily available resource to provide syntactic and semantic information. For example, Liu
et al. [16] focused on ambiguous abbreviations.
They ﬁrst created a gold standard automatically for
the ambiguous abbreviations. For each abbreviation, they retrieved related concepts from the UMLS
Metathesaurus. If all related concepts were associated with a particular sense of the ambiguous abbreviation, this sense was accepted as the correct
one. Otherwise, the sense with the most associations with these related concepts was deemed correct. A naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer using stemmed words
learned from the gold standard. Ruch et al. [17,18]
used another UMLS component, the Semantic Network, to improve WSD. They evaluated a Hidden
Markov Model augmented by Semantic Network information to improve spelling correction in medical text with WSD. However, the word sense disambiguation module had no effect on their overall
accuracy for spelling corrections.
In biomedicine, WSD has been applied to speciﬁc
categories of words such as DNA, RNA, and proteins. Hatzivassiloglou and Duboué [19] used three
supervised learning techniques, C4.5 decision
trees, naı̈ve Bayes, and inductive learning. They
tested different features with an automatically
created gold standard to distinguish between
genes, proteins, and mRNA. Their best technique,
naı̈ve Bayes, achieved 84% accuracy. Ginter et
al. [20] developed their own algorithms based on
feature vectors and frequency of word overlap for a
similar task. They compared this with other classic
algorithms and achieved the highest accuracy with
their own algorithms, 2—5% higher than the best
naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer. They used more than 200,000
documents. Liu et al. [21] evaluated different feature sets and classiﬁers in an extensive study
to disambiguate biomedical abbreviations with
automatically created gold standards. They trained
their classiﬁers per abbreviation and achieved high
accuracy (over 90%) especially when there were
thousands of examples from which to learn.
Word sense disambiguation research and the
need for it are not limited to the domains described
above. For example, recognizing individuals who
use different aliases or different versions of their
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name, or distinguishing between individuals who
have the same name are useful for law enforcement and for intelligence agencies. Han et al. [22]
addressed this problem in a similar context, namely
that of scientiﬁc citations. They used a Bayesian
approach and also support vector machines (SVM)
with two datasets: a list of Web pages with author
publication lists for several researchers with the
same name and the DBLP Web site (http://dblp.unitrier.de/). They tested several combinations of input data comprised of co-author information, words
in the paper title, and words in the journal title.
Both approaches achieve high accuracy, more than
90%, and it was especially information about coauthors that proved useful in this disambiguation
task.

3. Research question
Many learning algorithms for WSD have been tested
for both generic and domain speciﬁc topics. One
common aspect of this research is the use of
large datasets for learning (training). Each dataset
consists of hundreds of examples vetted by domain
specialists who indicate the correct meaning for all
targeted words and so construct the gold standard.
For example, Mooney [4] used 300, 600, and 1200
examples for training and showed that performance increased with more examples. Hoste et al.
[5] argues that increasing the size of the gold standard, e.g., by a factor of 1000, has more effect on
performance than individual algorithm biases. Alas,
compiling such gold standards is time-consuming
and difﬁcult. Some researchers have built gold
standards automatically [16,19,21] to sidestep
the difﬁculty of ﬁnding experts to create them.
These standards are an excellent approach to
comparing different algorithms. However, because
they are systematically built, they deviate from
the standard human experts would establish. This
is illustrated by Hatzivassiloglou and Duboué [19],
who asked human experts to assign labels to the
same terms as in the artiﬁcial gold standard (the
disambiguating terms were deleted). The pair-wise
agreement of the experts was 78%. The question
remains whether the artiﬁcial standards are more
or less correct and suitable than the human created
ones.
The notion driving this project is the use of
smaller gold standards for machine learning approaches to WSD. In particular, we investigate
whether the explicit use of human knowledge allows algorithms to perform as well with a small
gold standard as with a large one. The hypothesis
is that by supplying algorithms with additional, ex-
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ternal knowledge, comparable to the knowledge of
the experts who compiled the gold standards, fewer
examples will be needed for learning. In this way,
our approach, if successful, may augment existing
approaches.

4. Word sense disambiguation study
with naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer
4.1. Dataset
This study was performed with a dataset provided
by the National Library of Medicine (available from
http://wsd.nlm.nih.gov/), in which eleven human
evaluators disambiguated words occurring in MEDLINE abstracts [23]. The dataset contains 50 English
terms, such as cold or growth, which are commonly
ambiguous. Each ambiguous term is mapped to multiple UMLS concepts. For each, 100 instances were
disambiguated by indicating the correct sense with
a UMLS concept or the option ‘‘None’’ if no UMLS
concept described the correct sense.
Each instance is provided with its original
MEDLINE abstract, and linguistic and symbolic
knowledge is made available for all terms in
the entire abstract. MetaMap [10] (available at
http://mmtx.nlm.nih.gov/) was used to provide
the linguistic information, e.g., part-of-speech
(POS), and to map all terms to UMLS concepts and
semantic types. All these mappings are provided
in the online dataset. We limited our input data
for the WSD classiﬁers to only those mappings (described below) that can be made based on the words
occurring in the same sentence as the ambiguous
word.

4.2. External knowledge source
We chose the UMLS [15] Semantic Network as our
external knowledge source and tested which portions of this network help disambiguate words automatically. In considering a sentence containing an
ambiguity, we use the symbolic representation of
that sentence in the UMLS Semantic Network [24]
and do not use the actual words surrounding the
ambiguous term.
Our goal was to train a machine learning technique that can disambiguate the words by choosing the correct mapping. Each mapped concept is
also connected to semantic types in the UMLS Semantic Network. We used these to represent the
different meanings of ambiguous terms. For example, based on the UMLS, there are three senses and
their related semantic types for blood pressure.
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One extra sense (none of the above) was added to
be used when none of the previous meanings was
correct. The resulting UMLS concepts and semantic types are: Blood Pressure (Organism Function),
Blood Pressure Determination (Diagnostic Procedure), Arterial Pressure (Laboratory or Test Result),
and none of the above.

4.3. WSD classiﬁer
For our initial study, we chose a naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer since it was a top performer in several other
WSD studies. A naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer is based on
Bayes’ probability rules; it takes all presented information into account and is called naı̈ve because
it assumes independence between all the features
presented to it. We used the Weka software packet
to train and test the classiﬁer with 10-fold crossvalidation [25]. Follow-up studies included algorithms that represent the different paradigms of
decision trees (C4.5) and neural networks (FF/BP)
(see below).

4.4. Study design
We report here on experimental conditions in which
different combinations of UMLS Semantic Network
symbolic knowledge are used. A subset of this work
has been presented at Medinfo [26]. The ﬁrst two
conditions (not reported here) used a minimal set
of linguistic information about the ambiguous word
itself. All other knowledge, added in subsequent experimental conditions, is based exclusively on the
sentence in which the ambiguous word appears. The
intuition is that more complete symbolic information about the ambiguous word, its context, and
how the word interacts with this context will lead
to better disambiguation. Fig. 1 illustrates the relationship between the available symbolic knowledge
and the experimental conditions.

Fig. 1 Symbolic knowledge used (ST: semantic types).
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- Basic semantic context (condition 1): the ﬁrst
conditions provide information about the word
status, the part-of-speech, and the semantic context. The word’s status in the phrase, single word
or head of the phrase, is denoted as main word
(MW). We also use the ambiguous word’s part-ofspeech. Information about the semantic types of
the words occurring in the same phrase with the
ambiguous one (PTypes) or elsewhere in the sentence (STypes) is also included. For each of these
types we specify how many occurrences there are
in the phrase or sentence.
- Semantic context relations (conditions 2a and
3a): the following conditions add details to the
surrounding context of the ambiguous word by
adding core (Core) and non-core (NCore) relations. These are Semantic Network relations between the unambiguous semantic types found
in the sentence. The UMLS Semantic Network
has 54 relations that can exist between 135 semantic types. We considered seven relations to
be core relations because they closely link concepts in a hierarchical fashion: is a, conceptual
part of, consists of, contains, ingredient of, part
of, and process of. We counted the number of
such relations (both core and non-core) that exist between any two semantic types found in the
context.
- Normalized semantic context relations (conditions 2b and 3b): to take the granularity of the
UMLS Semantic Network into account, we normalized the context relation information (previous
conditions) by dividing the number of relations
between the pairs of semantic types by the total
possible relationships for the individual semantic types. If many relations exist for a semantic
type, e.g., 15, but only a few are found based
on the pairs of semantic types found in the sentence, e.g., 5, a relative number (5/15) will be
more representative when comparing this with a
semantic type for which all possible relations are
found in the sentence (5/5).
- Sense activation (conditions 4a and 5a): we evaluated how each ambiguous sense ﬁts into its surrounding context. For this, we added the semantic relations that each ambiguous type can have
with its surrounding types (sense activation) as
a feature to be used by the classiﬁer. The rationale was that the correct sense would have more
interaction with its surroundings.
- Normalized sense activation (conditions 4b and
5b): comparable to the normalization of the context, we normalized the sense activation by dividing the number of relations found by the number
of possible relationship for the particular sense of
the ambiguous word.
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4.5. Study results
We selected 15 words from the NLM dataset for
which the most frequent sense in each case was correct in less than 65% of the instances. This majority sense performance, also called lexical default
[5], served as the baseline for our study. We choose
65% because others have found that high majority
sense results in a very skewed dataset that provides
insufﬁcient examples to automatically learn from
[3]. As mentioned above, additional information is
added in each condition. For easy reference, we
have numbered the conditions, e.g., the baseline
is (0). Table 1 provides an overview of the accuracy
for each word. The bottom two rows in the table
provide the results for pair-wise t-test between the
experimental conditions and the baseline (baseline
comparison) and between consecutive experimental conditions (incremental comparison, e.g., 0 versus 1, 1 versus 2).
4.5.1. Basic semantic context
In the condition (1), we evaluated the combination of linguistic information with semantic context information. When the semantic types of all
unambiguous words in the entire sentence (1) were
available for learning, average accuracy was at its
peak (66%). This condition was signiﬁcantly more
accurate than the baseline. For some words, disambiguation accuracy increased by 20—30% compared
to the baseline.
4.5.2. Semantic context relations
In the following conditions, we added the semantic
relations between the unambiguous semantic types
that form the context. In conditions (2a), the noncore relations are added, while in (3a) both core
and non-core relations are added. Including information about non-core relations (2a) has a signiﬁcant adverse affect on accuracy. The core relation
information had a small beneﬁcial effect for some
words, but the effect was not signiﬁcant. Performance was not better than the baseline and drastically decreased compared to condition (1) with only
semantic types.
We then tested whether a normalized representation of these relations in the Semantic Network
that was either more detailed or more accurate
would improve the results. Conditions (2b) and (3b)
are similar to the previous two, but the simple
counts for relations were replaced with numbers
that take the granularity of the Semantic Network
into account. We tested simple division, percentages, and logarithms of the division. The logarithmbased set resulted in the best performance and

Accuracy (%) of the naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer for word sense disambiguation

Word

Information provided to classiﬁer context relations
Base

Added semantic context relations

Added sense activation

Majority MW, POS,
sense (0) PTypes,
STypes (1)

Basic

Basic

Normalized

Normalized

MW, POS,
PTypes,
STypes,
NCore (2a)

MW, POS,
PTypes, STypes,
NCore, Core
(3a)

MW, POS,
PTypes,
STypes,
NCore (2b)

MW, POS,
PTypes, STypes,
NCore, Core
(3b)

MW, POS,
PTypes,
STypes,
NCSA (4a)

MW, POS,
PTypes,
STypes, NCSA,
CSA (5a)

MW, POS,
PTypes,
STypes,
NCSA (4b)

MW, POS,
PTypes,
STypes, NCSA,
CSA (5b)

Adjustment
Blood pressure
Degree
Evaluation
Growth
Immunosuppression
Man
Mosaic
Nutrition
Radiation
Repair
Scale
Sensitivity
Weight
White

62
54
63
50
63
59
58
52
45
61
52
65
48
47
49

57
46
68
57
62
63
80
66
48
72
81
84
70
68
62

50
56
60
53
50
61
62
42
37
54
68
72
65
54
48

51
54
59
55
50
64
66
42
39
54
62
71
66
53
50

34
37
58
54
65
65
68
50
39
58
56
68
72
56
54

32
37
58
57
64
63
68
50
37
59
57
67
70
56
55

48
48
67
53
56
67
70
52
38
63
70
71
70
62
59

50
48
70
54
60
65
70
56
40
62
69
72
70
59
59

44
48
70
56
58
64
72
48
48
63
70
75
73
62
61

44
46
69
56
58
65
72
55
47
64
69
75
71
63
64

Average
Baseline
comparison—–ttest, ˛: 0.05,
p-value
Other comparison—–
t-test, ˛: 0.05,
p-value

55

66
(0 vs. 1)
<0.005

55

56

56

55

60

60
(0 vs. 5a)
<0.05

61

61
(0 vs. 5b)
<0.05

(1 vs. 2b)
<0.001

(1 vs. 3b)
<0.001

(1 vs. 4a)
<0.001

(1 vs. 4b)
<0.05

(1 vs. 5b)
<0.05

(1 vs. 2a)
<0.001
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Table 1
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is reported here. However, thus normalizing the
scores did still not improve accuracy.
4.5.3. Sense activation
Since performance was lowered so much by adding
the relations between semantic types (conditions
2—3), we decided not to pursue them further, but
rather to add information about sense activation
(3—4) directly to condition 1 (context). Sense activation consists of the relations that the different
ambiguous types can have with the unambiguous
context. Sense activation based on non-core relations (3a) had a signiﬁcant adverse effect on accuracy when compared to condition (1) and was not
signiﬁcantly better than the baseline. Adding additional core sense activation did not improve the
overall accuracy, but seems to have made results
somewhat more consistent. The average accuracy
is signiﬁcantly better than the baseline and not signiﬁcantly worse than condition (1).

5. Follow-up studies
We assumed that more symbolic information would
be better, but this was not the case. The best condition was found when the semantic types were added
without detailed information about mappings to relations between types in the UMLS Semantic Network (condition 1). However, there was large variability in the results. Several words responded well
to the experimental conditions, while others did
not. For example, repair had almost 30% increased
accuracy in condition (1) compared to the baseline,
but the accuracy for blood pressure was actually
lower in condition (1) than in the baseline. We performed three sets of follow-up studies to try to explain these results.

5.1. Machine learning algorithms
First, we tested machine learning algorithms from
different paradigms using the best condition found
with the naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer (condition 1). The
purpose of this study was to investigate whether
other algorithms would perform better. If they
showed different performance characteristics for
the 15 words, it would be worthwhile to evaluate
different settings for the different conditions.
We chose a decision tree algorithm and a neural
network (feedforward/backpropagation) because
they are two different paradigms and others have
found excellent results with them. We performed
the test for the same 15 ambiguous words.
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As with the naı̈ve Bayes algorithms, we used
Weka to test the other algorithms. J48 is Weka’s
implementation of C4.5, a decision tree algorithm
that can handle continuous values. We used the basic settings (unpruned tree) [25]. The neural network is a feedforward/backpropagation network It
was trained over 500 generations, had 3 layers (input, hidden, and output layer), and a learning rate
of 0.3.
The resulting performance in this condition (1) is
very similar for all three approaches as can be seen
in Fig. 2. The average accuracy was 66% with the
naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer, 65% with the decision tree,
and 66% with the neural network. There is little
variance in performance for the different words.

5.2. Gold standard characteristics
The three algorithms showed very similar performance for all words. A potential explanation for
the variability in the results may be related to
the gold standard used for learning. We looked at
several gold standard characteristics. If these can
be associated with performance, future WSD accuracy could be predicted based on such characteristics.
We tested six metrics that describe the data set
and correlated these with the accuracy of the WSD
algorithm using the Pearson product moment correlation. These metrics all describe somehow the
number of examples available for a sense or the
diversity of the input.
- Number of choices = the number of possible
meanings for the word.
- Smallest category size = the number of instances
for the least frequent sense.
- Number of PTypes = the average number of different semantic types in the same phrase as the
ambiguous word.
- Number of STypes = the average number of different semantic types in the sentence but not in the
same phrase as the ambiguous word.
- Total number of types = the average number of
different semantic types in sentence (sum of previous two).
Table 2 provides an overview of the results.
None of the correlations were signiﬁcant. Superﬁcial metrics do not explain the variability in accuracy.
Our gold standard was developed by multiple
experts and may display variability and inconsistencies because of the consensus that needed to
be reached. If this is the case, we expect that
gold standards based on individual expert evalua-
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Fig. 2 Accuracy of naı̈ve Bayes (NB), a decision tree (J48), and neural network (FF/BP).
Table 2

Pearson product moment correlation

Pearson correlation

Output information

Input variables

No. of choices

Small category size

No. of PTypes

No. of STypes

No. of types

NB
FF/BP
J48

−0.10
0.04
0.00

−0.01
0.03
−0.01

0.07
0.13
0.04

−0.29
−0.25
0.03

−0.20
−0.12
0.06

tion would be more consistent and lead to better
results. To test this, we determined whether our
original classiﬁer (naı̈ve Bayes) behaved differently
for each individual expert’s gold standard.
Table 3 provides an overview of accuracy for
the combined gold standard (used in all of the
above) and for each expert separately for naı̈ve
Bayes. Two experts did not evaluate all ambiguities and for one there was no individual data at
all. Two gold standards led to signiﬁcantly worse
results (GS2 and GS11). Although some seemed to
result in better performance, the results were not
signiﬁcant, due to relatively high variance in the
data.
These results show clearly that the average accuracy is not better for individual experts than for
the combined, consensus gold standard.

actual accuracy. Fig. 3 shows our expectations for
accuracy determined by baseline accuracy (part A)
and example ambiguity (part B).
When the baseline accuracy is low (part A), one
would expect improvement to be easier to achieve
because there are more examples to learn from per
sense (the baseline is the maximum percent correct
from one sense) and because there is more room for
improvement. Such relations have been reported in
[5]. For example, if the baseline ambiguity were
high (e.g., 95/100), it would be hard for any algorithm to learn to correctly classify the additional
ﬁve cases. These ﬁve cases would very likely be di-

5.3. Troublesome instances
Finally, we sought to deﬁne why some instances
were more troublesome to the classiﬁers than others. We evaluated whether there was a relation between the baseline performance for each word, the
ambiguity in the instances for each word, and the

Fig. 3 Expected improvement in accuracy.
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Table 3
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Accuracy (%) of naı̈ve Bayes per gold standard (GS) (no separate data for GS8)

Word

MW, POS, PTypes, STypes, naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer
Combined

GS1

GS2

GS3

GS4

GS5

GS6

GS7

GS9

GS10

GS11

Adjustment
Blood pressure
Degree
Evaluation
Growth
Immunosuppression
Man
Mosaic
Nutrition
Radiation
Repair
Scale
Sensitivity
Weight
White

57
46
68
57
62
63
80
66
48
72
81
84
70
68
62

51
70
68
72
66
68
74
47
56
71
78
73
69
69
62

57
51
68
60
59
47
80
57
43
70
69
75
57
69
63

56

56
48
68
62
70
62
78
44
45
59
76
66
68
66
66

50
57
68
75
59
59
79
53
67
61
79
61
69
57
66

63
42
71
58
60
66
79
65
62
72
74
70
67
62
68

55
79
63
41
66
73
81
47
44
63
78
80
58
66
58

72
100
72
64
64
60
80
68
78
62
74
73
69
68
60

57
56
68
56
73
71
82
68
53
60
78
98
74
67
60

40
44
63
57
56

Average
Pair-wise t-test, ˛: 0.05, with
‘‘combined’’, p-value

66

66

62
<0.05

54

62

64

65

63

71

68

55
<0.05

vided over the test and training sets, leaving less
than ﬁve cases to learn from.
For clear, unambiguous examples, the ambiguity is low (part B) and one would expect better
learning and so better performance. We deﬁne example ambiguity as the number of choices multiplied by the disagreement between experts. For instances with high example ambiguity, one expects
lower performance. For example, if there are many
closely related, possible senses, it will be difﬁcult
to learn the difference between them. The NLM

52

68
46
48

59
64

dataset contains information about the evaluation
of all 100 instances of each word by the 11 experts.
In some cases, the experts did not agree on the
correct sense of a word and only chose one sense
after extensive discussion. Those requiring discussion are reported as unresolved counts. We labeled
words with many senses and unresolved counts as
words with high example ambiguity (numbers were
multiplied).
To visualize these ideas, we ordered the 15 ambiguous words based on their baseline score (Fig. 4)

Fig. 4 Actual improvement in accuracy (baseline—–ordered).
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Fig. 5 Actual improvement in accuracy (ambiguity—–ordered).

as well as based on the example ambiguity score
(Fig. 5). We measured the percentage improvement
as the improvement in accuracy for the best experimental condition (condition 1) compared with the
baseline.
Fig. 4 shows the actual performance improvement for the words ordered by their baseline performance. This ﬁgure should be compared against
our expected results in Fig. 3A. There is no improvement with a lower baseline (no signiﬁcant
correlation). However, actual performance seems
to decrease when the example ambiguity is higher
(Fig. 5).This result looks similar to our expected results in Fig. 3B. Although this is a small test set, a
trend can be seen for words with lower example
ambiguity (left side) to have higher performance
scores. Words with higher example ambiguity (right
side) tend to have lower performance scores. We
tested the correlation with the Pearson coefﬁcient
(one-tailed, since the direction is known) and found
a strong trend (r = −0.379, p = 0.8). If we exclude
the last word (mosaic), the correlation is signiﬁcant
(r = −0.725, p < 0.01).

6. Discussion
We started our work by testing several different
conditions for their ability to provide information
for automated WSD with a naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer.
Although we expected that more information and
more correct information would improve the accuracy, this was not the case. We found that the
best accuracy was achieved with only information
about the non-ambiguous semantic types assigned

to words in the sentences. Adding more information
had a negative effect.
The WSD worked extremely well for some words
but not for others. To exclude the potential explanation that this variability was due to the particular algorithm we had chosen, we tested two additional algorithms, a decision tree and a neural
network. The results were comparable. We then
proceeded to look more closely at the gold standard and tested the original algorithm for gold standards based on each expert’s opinion. The original
gold standard represented the combined evaluation
of 11 experts. Again, the results were comparable.
Finally, we looked closely at the individual words
and associated accuracy. For some words, experts
disagreed on their correct meaning. Although the
classiﬁers did not receive any such information as
input, they showed the same trend in the resulting
accuracy.
We found that effectiveness of the classiﬁer is
at least partially dependent on the representation
of the senses of the ambiguous words, which in
turn is based on the choices available in the underlying dictionary. The NLM test collection uses
UMLS Metathesaurus concepts to represent ambiguous senses. The Metathesaurus was not designed as
a dictionary, but rather is a compilation of terminologies used for differing purposes. The meaning
of terms in these terminologies does not necessarily reﬂect meaning as encountered in academic text
such as the MEDLINE citations on which the test collection is based.
• For example, blood pressure is not ambiguous
in normal English usage. One standard dictio-
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nary (Random House, College Edition) has only
a single meaning for this term: ‘‘The pressure of
the blood against the inner walls of the blood
vessels’’. Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary
gives a similar deﬁnition (along with an explanation of the functional underpinnings of the phenomenon). However, as noted above, the senses
allowed for blood pressure in the NLM test collection are represented by three Metathesaurus
concepts and corresponding semantic types: M1—
–‘‘Blood Pressure’’ (Organism Function); M2—–
‘‘Blood Pressure Determination’’ (Diagnostic Procedure); M3—–‘‘Arterial Pressure’’ (Laboratory or
Test Result). The Metathesaurus thus represents
the senses of blood pressure as the phenomenon
itself (M1), the procedure for determining the
value of the phenomenon (M2), and the result of
the determination (M3). The availability of these
three ‘‘senses’’ invites distinctions where none
exists. Often a particular sense is assigned to an
ambiguity instance that reﬂects the meaning of
the phrase containing that instance. For example, the phrases ambulatory blood pressure and
clinical blood pressure denote the result of blood
pressure measurement, although the ambiguity
itself refers only to the phenomenon. In both instances, the judges assigned M3 (Laboratory or
Test Result) as the sense of blood pressure in
these phrases. Similarly the phrase blood pressure monitoring was assigned M2 (Diagnostic Procedure).
• For adjustment, two of the three senses available are not distinguishable in a principled way.
Both M1 and M3 refer to the psychological state
of being ‘‘well adjusted’’. Although M1 has synonym ‘‘Individual Adjustment’’ (with semantic
type Individual Behavior) and M3 has synonym
‘‘Psychological Adjustment’’ (with semantic type
Mental Process), the deﬁnitions for both are almost identical.
• A similar situation is seen with growth. The
Metathesaurus concepts available for disambiguation encourage a distinction between the
growth of an entire organism and the development of other entities, such as cells and body
parts: the M1 sense of growth has semantic type
Organism Function. Normal English usage does
not make this distinction.
Although we have not examined all ambiguities regarding representation of meaning in the
Metathesaurus, the three terms that scored lower
than the baseline (adjustment, blood pressure, and
growth) have senses represented infelicitously in
the Metathesaurus. When these ‘‘senses’’ are applied frequently, they have a negative effect on the

G. Leroy, T.C. Rindﬂesch
accuracy of the classiﬁer. Although the M2 sense of
blood pressure was assigned to only 2 of the 100
ambiguous instances, the M3 sense was used to disambiguate 44 instances. For adjustment, M1 was
assigned to 18 ambiguous instances and M3 to 13.
The M1 sense of growth appears 37 times in the 100
instances.
This phenomenon observed in the NLM WSD test
collection is related to high sense granularity in
WordNet, which also interferes with effective WSD.
Magnini et al. [14] demonstrate that collapsing multiple senses to a set of senses belonging to a particular domain can address this problem. Although
that exact solution is not relevant here, it would be
proﬁtable to investigate collapsing spurious senses
in both the NLM training and testing data before
applying the naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer.

7. Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to discover if symbolic knowledge can be used by machine learning
algorithms so that it can be added to the common,
bag-of-words approaches and so facilitate learning
on small datasets. We used a naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer
to disambiguate medical terms and the UMLS for
its symbolic knowledge. Only information from the
sentence in which the ambiguous word appeared
was used.
We tested different experimental conditions and
compared them with the majority sense baseline.
In each condition, more (or more precise) information was provided to a naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer. However, it was not the condition with the most information that resulted in the best performance.
Two types of information helped accuracy: information about the word being the main word or not
[26] and UMLS semantic types associated with unambiguous words in the sentence. When evaluating the potential causes for the high variability between the performances of different words, we discovered an unexpected trend related to example
ambiguity. Words that were troublesome to the human evaluators were generally also harder to disambiguate automatically. This was unexpected because we did not provide the algorithms with any
information that was related to this difﬁculty (such
as the unresolved counts). We performed additional
tests so that we could exclude the possibility that
the algorithm itself caused this variability, or that
it was mainly due to a gold standard based on consensus between 11 people. Instead, it may be due
to the different meanings available in the UMLS,
which led to the confusion of the experts compiling
the gold standard. To avoid such confusion, subsets

Effects of information and machine learning algorithms on WSD
from the UMLS appropriate to the domain may result in better results.
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